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Engine Order Telegraph: “Push button” type 

The “Pushbutton” type of Engine Order Telegraphs consist of a row of up to 12 (default =11) 

interlocked pushbuttons, mounted in a black anodized aluminium panel with dimensions 96x288mm. 

Each telegraph has a pushbutton for lamp test, all lamps can be replaced from the top by removing an 

individual lamp cap. The bridge telegraph has a dimmer to control the lamp brightness. The audible 

alarm is generated by an internal buzzer. For those areas where a higher sound level is required, 

external horns and gongs can be supplied. 

Orders are transmitted and acknowledged by pressing the push-button engraved with the required 

order. When pressed, it remains locked in that position and automatically releases the push-button of 

the previous order. When an order is transmitted from the wheelhouse telegraph, the signal lamps will 

flash at all locations and the audible alarms are activated, giving an intermittent alarm signal. The 

lamps of the previous order remain continuously on. As soon as the order is acknowledged, the lamps 

of the current order will be continuously on and the audible alarms will mute.  

The telegraph systems are supplied with potential free telegraph command contacts for a voyage data 

recorder, as well as for telegraph alarm, power failure and station on service (if more than one 

receiver/transmitter is used). 

The push-button telegraphs can be used in combination with the “NORM” type telegraphs, which 

have a rotary switch rather than push-buttons, and can be supplied in a watertight, heavy duty 

execution. See Engine Order Telegraph: “NORM” type for more information. 

Options 

 External Horns, gongs and/or claxons for audible alarm;

 Rotating mirror beacon for optical alarm;

 Additional (potential free) contacts for specific applications;

 Also available in 9 commands i.e. without FWE and STBY.
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